The Greatest Adventure – Tour to Baikonur to Spaceship Launch
Destinations:
Almaty - Baikonur
Duration:
5 days
Price from:
Per pax

2000 USD
Price includes:
Accommodation in
Tsentralnaya/7
Winds/Berezhki Hotel
in Baikonur, guide
services, transfers
upon the program,
entrance fees, full
board
Price does not
include:
visa services

Day 1
Arrival Almaty
Check-in Tsentralnaya Hotel
Lunch
Visiting The International Space School after the name of Academician V.N. Chelomey
Unique and exciting excursion with launch of rocket models at the schoolyard at the end
Diner
Day 2
Excursion to Korkyt-Ata Memorial
The Korkyt Toube Mausoleum (or singing tubes in the Kazakh language) was
constructed in the 10th or 11th century near the Korkyt burial site on the Syrdarya
embankment. As the centuries passed, the site deteriorated. However, in 1997, it was
restored by the local municipality along with a new hotel and other modern
accommodations for tourists.
Back to Baikonur
Lunch
Sightseeing tour Baikonur city
Visiting Museum of the Baikonur history
Here you can learn about the foundation of the cosmodrome, its present activities and
plans for the future. You can get to know a lot about those people who created the
history of the famous Baikonur cosmodrome: outstanding scientists and designers,
military leaders and organizers of military-industrial complex of the country and also
about thousands of engineers, workers and testers of space-rocket equipment, military
builders who stayed in the history background
Dinner
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Day 3
Sightseeing tour Baikonur Cosmodrome
Visiting Museum of the Baikonur cosmodrome, Memorial houses of Korolev and
Gagarin, the orbital ship “Buran”
You will see the large collection of unique objects such as first Lunar Globe and Y.
Gagarin’s personal belongings. In addition, you will visit Y. Gagarin’s and S. Korolev’s
Memorial Houses where they lived before the first space launch. Lunch. After lunch we
will go to Buran spacecraft - the only completed and operational space shuttle vehicle
from the Soviet Buran program.
Transfer to the “Cosmonaut” Hotel
Monitoring of the report of the crew of astronauts
Walking along the Cosmonauts alley
Transfer to the watching area
Watching of the launch of the spaceship
We’ll transfer to the launch pad for one of the highlights of the expedition: witnessing a
Soyuz rocket launch into space. A few people ever have the opportunity to experience
such a spectacle! The launch scheduled for this date is a Soyuz MS-04 flight for the ISS
Programme. Soyuz MS is a manned spacecraft which will carry an international team of
3 cosmonauts to the International Space Station.
Day 4
Morning flight back Home
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